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Introduction
Terrorism does not respect political or geographic borders. A cursory look at the
incidence and fatality of terrorist attacks around the world would reveal relatively low
numbers for Africa.i However, in recent years, the number and severity of terror attacks
in Africa are on the rise. This trend demands urgent attention and action. This policy
brief looks at the nature of terrorism in Africa, highlights some issues and challenges
in regional and sub-regional responses and suggests ways to improve regional counterterrorism cooperation.
The Nature of Terrorism in Africa
Africa is currently home to five major terrorist groups and several splinter groups.ii
These groups are generally based on religion. They seek to impose their religious
beliefs and principles in their areas of operation. Some target governments due to
policies and programs perceived as contradictory with their beliefs and interests.
Generally, terrorist groups in Africa start operating within the borders of one country.
However, with time, they spread to neighbouring countries. For these reasons, terrorist
activity in Africa cuts across boundaries of the Regional Economic Communities
(RECs) set up to deal with issues at the sub-regional level. More so, there is evidence
of cooperation in funding, technical assistance, radicalization, information and weapon
sharing among the groups.iii
Regional Counter-Terrorism Cooperation and Challenges
In Africa, regional cooperation is widely acknowledged as the best approach for
countering terrorism. In response to the attacks in Kenya and Tanzania in August of
1998, the African Union (AU) adopted the Convention on the Prevention and
Combating of Terrorism.. To facilitate implementation of the Convention, a Plan of
Action was also adopted in September 2002.iv However, only 46 out of the 54 Member
States have signed and only 32 have ratified..v
Additionally, a Protocol adopted to the AU Convention and intended to reflect the new
forms of terrorism and facilitate implementation names the AU Peace and Security
Council, the Commission and Regional Mechanisms (RECs/sub-regional
organizations) as the responsible instruments for implementation.vi Although the three
are supposed to carry out this responsibility within the framework of the African Peace
and Security Architecture (APSA), the latter is yet to be fully functional. This deprives
the components from delivering expected outcomes of which counter-terrorism is one.
Apart from the AU, sub-regional organizations in Africa play a major role in peace and
security efforts in the continent.vii At a time when the OAU (the predecessor to the AU)
was not in good standing to spearhead peace efforts within the region, the ECOWAS,
for example, was at the forefront of peace initiatives within West Africa. Typical cases
are the massive contributions to bring peace to Liberia and Sierra Leone in the 1990s.
Presently, the ECOWAS and some other sub-regional organizations serve as a great
source of information for the AU’s Continental Early Warning System (CEWS). They
have observation and monitoring units for relaying early warning information to the
Situation Room of the CEWS.viii Thus sub-regional bodies seem essential partners in
the fight against terrorism. Presently, there is a counter-terrorism strategy for four of
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the five sub-regions in the continent. Central Africa is in the process of adopting one in
collaboration with the UN Counterterrorism Implementation Task Force (UN-CTITF).
Further, the contribution of the sub-regional bodies could be better if they could
collaborate among themselves. The cross-border nature of terrorism and the increasing
networks among terrorist groups in the continent makes the sub-regional frameworks
for countering terrorism inadequate and near obsolescence. The situation calls for intersub-regional strategies. Although there are some ad hoc counter-terrorism
arrangements among directly affected states which cut across sub-regional boundaries,
this is not enough. ix Practical efforts to combat terrorism should not be the
preoccupation of only countries in which terrorist groups operate. This is because the
porous nature of most African borders and the fact that the conditions which fester
terrorism are prevalent in most countries in the continent puts others at risk.x Moreover,
the demands of effectively responding to terrorism in the continent outweigh the
capabilities of individual states.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Regional cooperation is a widely-accepted approach for countering terrorism in Africa.
However, there are issues and challenges with implementation. There is currently
limited inter-sub-regional cooperation. The closest so far have been ad hoc
arrangements among directly affected states. Neighbouring countries with similar
vulnerabilities to terrorism are excluded from such initiatives. While terrorist groups in
the continent are cooperating effectively among themselves, cooperation is not as
smooth among states and sub-regional organizations. For these reasons several
potential options are worthy of consideration:
•
•
•
•

•

The African states yet to sign, or ratify, the AU Convention on the Prevention
and Combating of Terrorism could be encouraged to do so.
The AU could create a permanent African Standby Force (ASF) to replace ad
hoc approaches. The capacity of the other components of the APSA could be
built to enhance effectiveness.
The AU could partner the UN-CTITF to encourage the adoption and
implementation of comprehensive frameworks for combating terrorism in the
sub-regions.
Inter-REC cooperation could be encouraged as a matching response to the
cross-border nature of terrorism in Africa. There could be policy reforms in
movement of persons across borders, information and technical assistance
sharing.
In the spirit of the Principle of Responsibility to Protect (RtoP), the UN, AU
and sub-regional organizations could adopt measures for intervention in states
when terrorism puts human lives at risk..

The bottom line is that regional counter-terrorism cooperation could be more easily
achieved by promoting Pan-Africanism as a means to achieve peace, security and
sustainable development in Africa..xi
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